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Tracklist

A1 Hello
A2 Send My Love (To Your New Lover)
A3 I Miss You
A4 When We Were Young
A5 Remedy
B1 Water Under The Bridge
B2 River Lea
B3 Love In The Dark
B4 Million Years Ago
B5 All I Ask
B6 Sweetest Devotion
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℗ & © 2015 XL Recordings Ltd under exclusive license to Columbia Records, a division of Sony
Music Entertainment.

Manufactured and distributed by Columbia Records, a division of Sony Music Entertainment.

Barcode and Other Identifiers

Barcode (String): 888751767713
Barcode (Text): 8 88751 76771 3
Other (Category Sticker): 88875176771 S1
Matrix / Runout (Side A runout, etched): AL-88875176771-01 25343.1... RKS
Matrix / Runout (Side B runout, etched): BL-88875176771-02 25343.4... RKS
Matrix / Runout (Side A & B runout, stamped): STERLING
Matrix / Runout (Side A): AL-88875176771-06 25355.1... RKS
Matrix / Runout (Side B): BL-88875176771-01 25343.2... RKS

Other versions

Category Artist Title (Format) Label Category Country Year
XLLP740 Adele 25 (LP, Album) XL Recordings XLLP740 Europe 2015

XLCD740 Adele 25 (CD, Album,
Unofficial) XL Recordings XLCD740 Russia 2015

XLCD740 Adele 25 (CD, Album) Soyuz Music, XL
Recordings XLCD740 Russia 2015

88875189832 Adele 25 (CD, Album) XL Recordings 88875189832 Malaysia 2015
none Adele 25 (11xFile, MP3, 320) XL Recordings none 2015

Comments about 25 - Adele
Kalrajas
Pretty much all of the information here matches mine, except I have "AL-88875176771-06
25355.1(3)... RKS" etched on Side A and "BL-88875176771-01 25343.2(3)... RKS" on Side B. Does
anyone else have this, too?
Mikarr
i got the same one as you. I got it from amazon. Comparing it to the front cover image on this
release in discogs there is no red sticker in the bottom right corner.
Tenius
Terrible pressing, Smudges all over the surface. Surface noise is unacceptable.
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Anayanis
I don't know whether mine is an RTI or MPO pressing...but it sucks. Misaligned on both sides (not
warped), so the inner grove songs are out of tune. Worse yet is the vinyl HISS, which is a sign they
didn't use virgin vinyl for this. Let's pray that MOFI will someday release this baby! Until the, I'll
listen to the CD version--on a NAD C546BEEE, blows the vinyl clean out of the water. BTW, my TT is
a Rega P-3, with a Ortofon 2M Red cart, so not a cheapie setup.
Jeronashe
someone posted up a deluxe version vinyl of this on ebay ?? doesn't look or sound legit tbh and for
$1,000?? lmao
GAMER
Anyone else have this release but pressed at MPO instead of RTI? The dead wax on mine is exactly
the same as this one but where 25343.4(3) ( indicating being pressed at RTI) should be its 15_0424
and then stamped MPO. It still has 88875176771-01 etched and the same barcode on the jacket
indicating its a US release but pressed at MPO in France. This could explain the differing opinions
on pressing quality... The quality of mine is not so great, noisy and came dusty, dirty and scuffed
right out of the package. Have had nothing but good experiences with records i own pressed at RTI
however.
WinDImmortaL
Same here pressed at MPO, haven’t listened to yet. Looks good out of the package, but very staticky.
Came back to say just listened to a few tracks, definitely has some surface noise audible on Hello,
but not an issue on the other (louder) tracks I listened to. Surface noise is there, but not nearly as
bad as some URP pressings I have. Still a bit disappointed, because I thought I was getting a
pressing from RTI, and expected a bit better than this.
Sharpbrew
I just bought my copy and it's the same as yours.
Zovaithug
Fabulous 180g pressing in all regards. What every modern vinyl release should aspire to.
რฉςh
I gave this a second listen and this review is mostly about the mastering of this vinyl. Every song
sounds great (Though not as Dynamic as I would have hoped. The waveform stays pretty much low
the entire album) but my main issue is with the in-betweens. There's like a good 5 seconds of silence
between every song and, I mean silence. A little surface noise is normal, that's what gives vinyl its
warmth. But I mean it like cuts from noise to nothing to noise to nothing within those 5 seconds of
silence. These can easily be cut out through editing but there's nothing I can do about it on the
actual record. Again... tiny detail but when vinyl is supposed to be like the Blu Ray of music, I
expected a little better attention to detail. Everything else is fine!
Burirus
I think you might be a little confused here. Vinyl is not supposed to be the Blu Ray of music or
anything remotely similar. It is the exact opposite. It's the imperfections that make it perfect, in a
human, natural way. Its faults make it perfect, and seem more natural, seeing that we as humans are
not immaculate.Unfortunately, with the resurrection of the vinyl as a format, came a new tendency
which enforces this vision of a picture perfect format. Which is ridiculous. If you've ever played in
real time on two or more decks, you know. It's a battle against time, reading the grooves,
manipulating the wax manually in order to cover up, or avoid its handicaps. It's the exact opposite of
the Blu Ray. It's the opposite of the digital age theatrics where the format does everything for
you.The most beautiful most thing about the format is that there was always something to discuss,
always something to glorify, always something to complain about. That is the point. All of that is
missing in the CD era. A day when vinyl will be deemed the Blu Ray of music will hopefully never
come. If it did, long time supporters would be gobsmacked.
Tetaian
Great sound! Great quality! Still learning the songs but I love what I'm hearing. the B side is pretty



strong! A little concern. Between songs there's like some off noise but it like cuts in and out. Nothing
to worry about but it's a little weird for someone who appreciates nice smooth transitions.
Faebei
Can anyone tell me if there's a download included with this?
Arador
no download or cd included in the UK version. just like the same in 19 or 21. us version, dunno^^
but if you buy on amazon, i am pretty sure, you will get an mp3-version, too.
Nirn
Dang. Thank you both for saving me 25 bucks, though. :-)
Altad
No download code with my copy.
Nettale
There is not a download code included.
Ice_One_Guys
Great music! Subpar pressing. Similar to 19, the mixing on a number of these track put the
instruments in front adele's wonderful voice. A real sin.
Danial
I found the opposite to be true with this pressing (at least through my system). The vocals are way
up front and the accompaniment is generally subdued, especially in the piano ballads. Side A sounds
great, Side B has some surface noise. Overall an average pressing.
Brannylv
But still better then you're going to find on a CD or MP3. I agree - whomever has mixed all three of
these albums should be replaced. All very, very subpar. Maybe it's just a ploy to get us all to buy
remasters in five years.
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